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Student Movement 

 
The 1960s were a trubulent time in the US with regards to civil protest. A culture of liberal protest 
became popular, particularly amongst the youth. This was due to the following factors: 

 

 Vietnam war/conscription was becoming unpopular 

 Authoritarian society; youth not encouraged to question parents/govt. i.e. ‘the system’ 

 Youth not given much power in society and wanted more 

 
Due to the above mentioned reason the Student movement began. This movement had the following 
origins and characteristics: 
 

 Youth throughout the world unhappy with: Vietnam War, authority of parents, education 
system (did not encourage thinking or questioning or include modern, relevant material), 
attitudes and values of society, govts. In power (mostly conservative), traditional structures 

 Wanted bigger role for youth in society 

 Youth of the 1960s called ‘baby boomers’; better educated than previous generations, 
universities overcrowded, aware of global situations through television 

 In USA: many students supported Civil Rights, challenged autocratic university administration 
and conditions, wanted more relevant curriculum, protested about wider political and social 
issues, conscription, make love not war 

 In Czechoslovakia (communist): students supported Dubcek’s ‘democratisation’ programme, 
wanted freedom of speech, fewer economic controls, more contact with West, “Prague Spring” 
was short period where liberals and academics given freedom of expression, crushed by USSR 

 In Paris: Student protests at the Sorbonne, wanted reforms in education system, easier access 
for working class students, violent clashes between student and police led to nationwide strike 
and universities closing 

 
This movement had many successes and effects on the world. These include: 
 

 Throughout the world students given new rights, new opportunities 

 Voting age reduced to 18 – students achieved goal to get themselves more power in society 

 Many universities modernised (France) 

 Protest through modern music and graffiti increased in popularity 

 Student protest became a powerful means by which to influence political structures, for 
example SASM, SASO and Soweto Uprising in SA 
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